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Means of production
The following is a simple investigation into an economy that
has undergone a major cognitive revolution. A change-over
that has historically implied a quantum leap.
We shall discuss the introduction of means of production,
'machines' for short, machines that must be produced and
which require speciﬁc techniques to be produced.
It follows that an economy in which labour is supported and
enhanced by 'machines' must have production processes that
produce and reproduce them.
It is an economy in which there exists specialisation of labour
and commodities are produced by means of commodities.
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An elementary example
Consider the following example of a new production process
that may be a short evolutionary step away from the simple
one commodity world discussed in previous lectures.
The economy avails itself of a technology that allows to
produce cornG by the aid of a machine lasting just one period
of production; this fact redeﬁnes the technology : (l∗g ,k∗g ,m∗g ) .
It is immediate to see that even in this extremely simple case,
a new process of production must exist to support the
economic viability of this new mode of production: the process
of production of the machine. Thus the economy is now a two
commodity world: a corn and machine world. This requires a
speciﬁc technology.
For simplicity's sake, let it be assumed that this new process
requires both labour and the very machine it produces:
(l∗m,m∗m).
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Equilibrium
Note that the two processes are reciprocally necessary since
the ﬁrst produces consumption goods for workers employed in
both processes and the second the machines that both use.
This fact implies some notion of equilibrium between the two
since if the economy is to last both outputs must be
simultaneously available in the right proportions.
The following two equations state this relationship: an
output-absorption relation:
G = k∗gG +k
∗
g∆G +wl
∗
gG +wl
∗
mM
M = m∗gG +m
∗
g∆G +m
∗
mM +m
∗
m∆M
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Solutions
The above is a very simple system that after some trivial
manipulations yields the following form
1−wl∗g = wl∗m
M
G
+k∗g (1+g)
M
G
= m∗g (1+g) +m
∗
m
M
G
(1+g)
where g is the common growth rate. Note that for equilibrium
to prevail g must be the same given that the two processes are
reciprocally necessary. Thus, consumption per head:
w =
[
1−k∗g (1+g)
]
[1−m∗m(1+g)]
l∗g + (l∗mm∗g − l∗gm∗m)(1+g)
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Comments
The system yields a w −g trade oﬀ; it is immediate to see
that dw
dg
< 0.
Since
M
G
=
m∗g (1+g)
1−m∗m(1+g)
once either consumption per head or the growth rate is ﬁxed,
the economy can support it only if it takes an output structure
that insures that machine and corn outputs are in the stated
exact proportion.
This solution describes a two-sector economy in equilibrium,
that is, once both have fully implemented the new technology
and the required structure. Nothing is said how the crossover
occurs.
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Terms of trade
It is straightforward to see that a two-sector economy requires
an exchange of outputs. The corn-sector must be able to make
some output available to support the machine-sector
consumption per head (a real wage).
The machine sector must make machines available to the corn
sector in order to recover machines.
The question is: what are the terms of this trade?
To answer this question, we can proceed as follows: deﬁne as
Pm
Pg
= pm the relative price of 'machines' in terns of corn, i.e.
the terms of trade of corn against machines.
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The exchange relation
From the above, the exchange between the two sectors , in
terms of the relative price, is: machines against corn:
pmm
∗
gG (1+g) = wl
∗
mM
which yields the following solution for M/G :
M
G
= pm
m∗g (1+g)
wl∗m
since this solution must be the same as the one seen in the previous
slide:
pm =
wl∗m
1−m∗m(1+g)
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The relative price and the rate of growth
Although it may be said that the exchange relation is a
demand and supply relation, the relative price that it
determines is the ratio of traded corn for traded machines that
insures that the system grows at rate g .
An alternative way is to price, in terms of corn, the two-sector
system so that each sector may recover enough to restore
consumed capital and support investment at rate g .
k∗g (1+g) +pmm
∗
g (1+g) +wl
∗
g = 1
pmm
∗
m(1+g) +wl
∗
m = pm
which after some trivial algebra leads to
w =
[
1−k∗g (1+g)
]
[1−m∗m(1+g)]
l∗g + (l∗mm∗g − l∗gm∗m)(1+g)
the same expression that was determined through the system
of quantities: the output-absorption equation
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The relative price
Solving for the relative price:
pm =
[
1−k∗g (1+g)
]
l∗m
l∗g + (l∗mm∗g − l∗gm∗m)(1+g)
Notice that the relative price, as well as consumption per head,
varies with the growth rate. It varies, in other words, with the
distribution between consumption per head and the growth
rate.
The reason why it does is due to the necessity to insure that
both sectors recover through the exchange process enough
'machines' to insure a common growth rate g .
Furthermore, the direction of change depends on
(l∗mm∗g − l∗gm∗m), i.e. on whether m∗g/l∗g R m∗m/l∗m. The relative
price in not independent of the w −g distributive relation.
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The equations: an economy with n sectors
We shall limit this investigation to intermediate inputs rather
than to capital goods lasting more than the current production
period. Assume an economy the technology of which is
described by a matrix:
A = [aij ]≥ 0
not all zero. It is an n times n, (nxn) square matrix of inputs
per unit of output and it is, by assumption, in-decomposable.
Next deﬁne an output, column, vector of n elements:
X = (Xj)
Xj ≥ 0,∀j ;
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Final output and physical capital
Note that the capital structure of this economy is a column
vector
K = AX
The ﬁnal output, is a column vector of n elements
Y = (Yj)≥0
The economy is described at any point in time by
AX +Y = X
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The time proﬁle
Assume a constant A. Technical change is, for the time being,
eschewed. Introduce a time variable. A growing economy
implies an investment process that allows the next period to
aﬀord a larger capital stock, namely
K (t +1) = AX (t +1)≥ K (t)
Besides investment [K (t +1)−K (t)], the economy in question
also produces a column vector of ﬁnal goods that are not
meant for investment: deﬁne them as consumption. Let this
vector be F (t)≥ 0. Note that Y (t) = F (t) + [K (t +1)−K (t)]
The system noted above can now be written as:
AX (t +1) +F (t) = X (t)
This a system of diﬀerence equations.
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Solutions
To solve this set of equations it is important to know how the
autonomous part behaves: assume that it grows by a constant
growth factor GF = (1+gF ).
The complete solution is a linear combination of the various
growth factors established by the matrix eigenvalues and by
the autonomous part:
X (t) = [X ∗(0)][δ t ]b+ (I −AGF )−1F (0)G tF
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Initial conditions
Consider that for some initial conditions X¯ (0), then the full
solution is
X (t) = [X ∗(0)][δ t ][X ∗(0)]−1
[
X¯ (0)− (I −AGF )−1F (0)
]
+ (I −
AGF )
−1F (0)G tF
Note that [X ∗(0)][δ t ]b is the disequilibrium part where [δ t ] is
the diagonal matrix of the growth factors obtained from the
matrix eigenvalues, [X ∗(0)] is the matrix in which each column
is the eigenvector associated with a speciﬁc eigenvalue, b is an
n-dimensional vector of weights weighing each eigenvector and
the solution of which depends on initial conditions X (0) .
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Equilibrium
Note that if X¯ (0)− (I −AGF )−1F (0) = 0 then the solution
reduces to
X (t) = (I −AGF )−1F (0)G tF .
This means that if right from the start the system is structured
to support the growth of ﬁnal commodities F (t), then the
disequilibrium part disappears.
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The relative price system
A simple way to designate an equilibrium price system is to
assume a common growth rate g . Since the n industries
capital stock must grow at this rate, they must recover
through the exchange process both the used-up capital goods
and those required by investment
Call w the scalar denoting consumption per head,g the scalar
standing for the growth rate over the value of the means of
production employed to produce output and deﬁne l = (li ) as
the n-dimensional row vector of labour inputs per unit of
output as well as an n-dimensional row vector p = (pi ) deﬁning
prices expressed in the same unit as the wage rate. Consider
the price system:
p = pA(1+g) +wl
solving, subject to the condition that p ≥ 0, for:
p = wl [I −A(1+g)]−1
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The proﬁt rate
In the context of a market economy, the above described price
system can be thought of as the equilibrium system that
insures a common proﬁt rate, r : for a settled competitive race
and arbitrage between the various industries, all investors
stand to gain the same proﬁt on the invested capital stock no
matter in which industry they choose to invest. In this case,
assuming a full ﬂedged labour market, w can be seen as the
wage rate paid to hired workers.
The system then reads
p = wl [I −A(1+ r)]−1
It is immediate to see that if proﬁts are entirely reinvested in
the process of production r = g ; in general r ≥ g . This case
arises if part of the realised proﬁts are consumed.
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The system's numéraire
It is clear that this system has too many unknowns, n+2, for
the n above stated equations.
The number of unknowns can be reduced by establishing a
numéraire, that is an unit of accounting. This can be done by
relating all prices and the wage rate to a speciﬁc price or to a
combination of prices. For simplicity's sake assume:
p1 = 1
and transform all the above variables in terms of this
magnitude.
Note, however, that a more general way to set a numéraire is
to take an n-dimensional vector d of the n commodities
produced by this economy, i.e. a reference basket, and such
that:
dp = 1
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The wage-rate proﬁt rate trade-oﬀ
The system has now n+1 unknowns and establishes a
relationship between the wage rate and the proﬁt rate,w ↔ r :
a distributional issue.
Given a real wage rate, meaning a wage rate set in terms of
the numéraire, then−1 prices, or relative prices in terms of p1,
and the proﬁt rate r are accordingly determined.
In order to assess the relationship w ↔ r , it is expedient to
resort to the equation setting the numéraire price p1 = 1 :
w
{
l1 + l [I − (1+ r)A]−1a1(1+ r)
}
= 1
where a1is the vector of inputs entering the production of
commodity 1, i.e. the ﬁrst column of matrix A. A simple
calculation shows that the following holds
dw
dr
< 0
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The maximum growth rate
The maximum, very theoretical, growth rate occurs when the
entire net product is devoted to investment, that is when
F (t) = 0 :
X (t) = AX (t +1)
The maximum growth rate is generated by the largest real
eigenvalue, λ ∗, of matrix A obtained by solving
AX = λX
or AXGmax = X ; AX =
1
Gmax
X and by setting λ ∗ ≡ 1
Gmax
;
where Gmax = 1+gmax . Thus, the maximum growth rate
gmax =
1−λ ∗
λ ∗ .
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The maximum proﬁt rate
Likewise, the maximum proﬁt rate theoretically achieved when
the wage rate is equal to zero: w = 0. Thus,
pA(1+ rmax) = p
and
pA = λp
where λ = 1
1+rmax
. It is immediately seen that λare the
eigenvalues of matrix A, the same as in the quantity (growth)
system implying that rmax =
1−λ ∗
λ ∗ . Hence,rmax = gmax .
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Critical quantities and prices
It is important to note that the solutions for X and p are
obtained for λ ∗. Thus, X ∗is the right eigenvector
corresponding to λ ∗as well as p∗is the left eigenvector that to
this eigenvalue also corresponds.
Note that these solutions can be generated only by normalising
them, for instance by setting X ∗
1
= 1 and p∗
1
= 1 or through
any linear combination of quantities and prices. Solutions,
therefore, indicate relative quantities and prices.
In particular, X ∗can be interpreted as the structure of the
economic system that is able to generate the maximum growth
rate. Since this rate coincides with the notion of the
economy's surplus over and above the capital expenditure that
is technically required, X ∗is also the production structure that
reveals the surplus rate.
This is an important notion since it highlights the technical
capability or the productivity of the economy's capital stock.
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A simpliﬁed system
As we have seen, a simpliﬁed version of the system discussed
above, namely a system that is in equilibrium, can be stated in
the following way:
AX (t)(1+gF ) +F (t) = X (t)
where
F (t) = F (0)(1+gF )
t
solving, given that (1+gF ) = GF for
X (t) = (I −AGF )−1F (0)G tF .
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A more general system of s industries
In a system of this kind each industry's output enters either
directly or indirectly in the production of all commodities.
More realistically, economies are likely to be structured as
follows:
AX (t)(1+g) +AbXnb(1+g) = X (t)
AnbXnb(t)(1+g) +Ynb(t) = Xnb(t)
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The new symbols
Ab is a rectangular matrix of inputs entering the production of
commodities which do not enter either directly or indirectly
into the production of all other commodities but that are
produced by industries the output of which do enter the
production of all commodities. Its dimension is nx(s−n).
Anbis a square matrix of inputs entering the production of
commodities which do not enter either directly or indirectly
into the production of all other commodities but that are
produced by these industries. The matrix dimension is
(s−n)x(s−n).
Xnbis an output column vector of commodities which do not
enter either directly or indirectly into the production of any
other commodity: its dimension is (s−n) .
Ynbis a column vector of ﬁnal commodities which do not enter
either directly or indirectly into the production of any other
commodity: its dimension is (s−n).
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Solutions
To obtain solutions is very simple. The procedure is as follows:
First, determine the quantities Xnb as a function of the ﬁnal
commodities, say consumption goods, arranged in Ynb :
Xnb(t) = [I − (1+g)Anb]-¹Ynb(t)
Proceed then to determine X (t)
X (t) = [I − (1+g)A]-¹Ab[I − (1+g)Anb]-¹Ynb(t)
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A paradox
Let us now explore a paradox.
It is clear that if the growth of Ynbis Ynb(t) = Ynb(0)(1+gnb)
then g ≡ gnbif equilibrium is to prevail.
Let us instead determine the maximal growth rate for a system
of this kind. To do this set ﬁnal consumption equal to
zero,Ynb(t) = 0, such that Xnb(t) = 0. Thus the system
reduces to:
AX (t)(1+g) = X (t)
yielding the maximum rate in terms of the Perron-Frobenius
eigenvalue relating to matrix A, i.e. the one that is speciﬁc to
what can be termed the basic system.
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The general price system
Resorting to the same symbols and conventions and to the row
vectors pnb = [pr ]and lnb = [lr ] ; r = n+1,n+2.....s : the
system solves for
pA(1+ r) +wl = p
pAb(1+ r) +pnbAnb(1+ r) +wlnb = pnb
It is immediate to see that the ﬁrst set of equation, those that
deﬁne the basic system are entirely independent of the the
second set, the one deﬁning the non-basic one.
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The price solutions
Thus, supposing that the numéraire be p1 = 1: we can proceed
to solve for :
p = wl [I −A(1+ r)]-¹
pnb =wl [I−A(1+r)]-¹Ab(1+r)[I−Anb(1+r)]-¹+wlnb[I−Anb(1+r)]-¹
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Some fundamental issues
It then follows that whilst the actual growth rate, in
equilibrium, is the one set by the non-basic system, gnb, the
surplus rate, i.e what the system is capable of producing over
and above the real cost of production, is independently set by
the basic system: gmax =
1−λ ∗
λ ∗ where λ
∗is the Perron
Frobenius eigenvalue.
The maximum proﬁt rate is equally determined by the basic
system.
It also follows that the price system wholly depends on the
distribution that is determined in the basic system. In this case
the proﬁt rate is set by the production characteristics of this
system only.This is, however, a consequence of having set the
numéraire in terms of a commodity that belongs to the basic
system, implying that real wages be ﬁgured in terms of the
same commodity.
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A measure of productivity
It is interesting to note that the surplus rate, or maximum
growth rate gmax , can be interpreted as a measure of capital
productivity.
It is the strength of the means of production to realize a
surplus for the economic system.
This measure of productivity is entirely determined by the
basic system: the non-basic one is entirely ineﬀectual.
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Towards a more general measure of productivity
Capital productivity cannot represent a measure of the state of
technology. Labour input have to be taken into account, that
is labour productivity must equally be considered.
It is important to remember that the price system of a whole
economy is independently generated by the basic system
provided that the real wage rate be part of it. Only if this is
the case can distribution between proﬁts and wages be
conceived.
The implication is that the basic system is the system which is
geared to produce the good (or the good) that makes up the
real wage rate. This is so since it is labour that enters directly
and indirectly all goods produced by the system.
In order to ﬁnd a general measure of productivity, next to the
real capital cost, the real labour cost must be considered.
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A classical solution
Classical economists knew how to handle this problem: in a
somewhat crude way, it was held that the real wage, reduced
to subsistence, was the real cost to the economy.
A similar approach will be followed here. At any point in time
and in a given social and economic context, it is possible to
deﬁne a bundle of commodities that make up a real, say
minimum, wage rate. The latter is simply the volume and
composition of a composite vector (a composite commodity)
that is required in order to have an orderly functioning
economy.
A more sophisticated concept would incorporate A. Sen's
entitlement and capability approach: a composite commodity
that would allow a socially fulﬁlling life.
Note, however, that concepts of this kind are elaborated by
statistical oﬃces to deﬁne the 'poverty line', or indeed, the
'absolute poverty threshold'.
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A formal deﬁnition
Deﬁne a bundle of commodities that deﬁne one unit of real
wage rate:
c = (cj), j = n+1,n+2, ......s,
Assume that at any given point in time the wage rate counts
τw such units.
then the real wage rate, as a vector, is
wR = τwc
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A modiﬁed basic system
This ploy allows to compute the quantity of real wage, or the
quantity of wage goods, that is the real cost of labour to the
economy.
Thus, the real labour cost of producing commodity ν
ν ∈ (1,2, .....s) is lντwc .
Owing to this formulation, the real cost producing commodity
v , including the capital stock, is a column vector (av ; lvτwc).
Following this procedure, the basic system is redeﬁned to
include the real labour cost to the economy since labour enters
directly and indirectly the production of all commodities.
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The new system
A¯X (t)(1+g) + A¯bXnb(1+g) = X (t)
AnbXnb(t)(1+g) +Ynb(t) = Xnb(t)
A¯ is now a square, in-decomposable matrix of dimension sxs,
A¯b a rectangular matrix sx(v − s) and Anb a square matrix
(v − s)x(v − s); X (t) a vector of dimension s and Xnb(t) a
vector of dimension (v − s).
The diﬀerence with the previously deﬁned vector lies simply in
the fact that now the basic system includes all the material
inputs that enter directly and directly the production of other
commodities AND the consumption goods that make up the
real wage rate. The non basic part displays all other goods
(e.g. luxury goods).
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The maximum growth rate
It is now possible to compute the Gmax as the eigenvalue
referred to matrix A¯. The procedure is the usual one. Set
Ynb(t) = 0 and compute
A¯X (t)Gmax = X (t)
The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue applies to a matrix that
incorporates the labour costs.
It is important to note that this is NOT a purely technological
magnitude:there is an element which is neither purely
technological nor simply conventional:τw
Whilst τw can be taken as a distributional magnitude, vector c
is a socially determined set of parameters.
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A meaningful measure of technological change
Gmax is a socially relevant measure of aggregate productivity
and its time derivative:
dGmax
dt
a meaningful measure of technical change.
Following this procedure it is possible to reckon technological
change through a single number.
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Some important issues
If any element of matrix A¯ diminishes, the maximum growth
rate or aggregate productivity rises. This is due the fact that a
real cost of production falls.
In general, technical change implies the increase in some
components of matrix A¯ and the decrease of some other. In
particular the increase of a material input and the decrease of
labour input.
Only the actual computation of the eigenvalue can decide
whether a positive change occurs or not.
From an historical point of view, this is exactly what has
happened. More speciﬁcally, technical change has taken place
by increasing capital inputs and decreasing labour.
It is easy to deal with an increase in the number as well as
with the quality of capital goods by appropriately bordering
the matrix.
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The social relevance
If on account of a social process, a cj increases, everything else
remaining equal, then Gmaxdecreases: the real cost of labour
has increased.
In the same sense, if the production of 'wage goods', for
instance food, is costly; if it features a low productivity, the
achievable growth rate is necessarily low.
This is why a sustainable process of development requires an
increase in productivity of those sectors that produce 'Wages',
for instance in agriculture.
It has been convincingly argued that agricultural reforms aimed
at increasing productivity are a prerequisite of industrial
take-oﬀ.
Consider the case of Great Britain in the XVII-XVIII century,
that of the US and Japan in the XIX, of South Korea and
Taiwan in the XX and possibly China in the XXI.
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Environmental issues
The revised basic system helps to understand the question of
'cleaning up the environment'.
This requires considering all the direct and indirect real costs
in terms of capital and labour inputs required to meaningfully
ﬁght pollution.
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